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An image editor is a tool that allows you to make changes and enhancements to your images. There are many popular editors, some of which are bundled with the OS and others that you can download online. A _drag and drop_ image editor enables you to use features such as highlighting, scaling, and flipping vertically. Photo editing is _not_ the same as
photo retouching. Photo retouching or _retouching_ is the process of manipulating or tweaking an image to remove image defects, improve the level of detail and details, add effects, or adjust lighting and colors. Photoshop is used by photographers for image editing to help them with a number of tasks: * Correcting color problems * Adjusting exposure
* Fixing lighting * Manipulating color * Cropping, resizing, rotating, and scaling * Creating a new photo from old ones * Doing image overlays and masks * Creating image effects such as starbursts * Adding text or borders * Creating artistic types of effects As you can see, there is a lot you can do with Photoshop, and it's a great tool to have in your
arsenal when you take your images to the next level. ## Aperture The Aperture (a.k.a. Apple) family of imaging programs are Apple's own image-editing programs. They include Aperture, iPhoto, and Photoshop Elements, and they are all Macintosh programs, running on Mac OS X or Mac OS 9. Each of these programs does a different job, so use the
one that is best suited for your needs. iPhoto is Apple's photo management, organizing, and editing software. It is designed for, and also does, the manipulation of raster images. Aperture is Apple's professional-level image-editing program; Adobe's Photoshop is an even better image-editing program designed for professional use. One of the features that
sets Photoshop Elements apart from the other Apple programs is its ability to do a more realistic edit of your photos. Aperture and Photoshop Elements can be useful for "fixing" your photographs. They can drastically improve the quality of your images and allow you to retouch and improve them to a much greater degree than with the other programs.
However, if you just want to fix things up a bit, Aperture and Photoshop Elements can be just fine.
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You can buy a copy of Photoshop Elements on Amazon. Check out my list of the best Photoshop alternatives. Best Photoshop Alternatives For Mac 1. Corel PaintShop Pro X8 Corel PaintShop Pro X8 is an image editor for the Mac platform. It offers a very simple, but powerful, user interface which makes editing images easy. It contains many features,
including the ability to draw and to rotate images. Price: Free Free License: Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 4.0 International License Developer: Corel Corporation Corel Corporation Platforms: PC/Mac 2. GIMP 2.8 GIMP 2.8 is another free alternative to Adobe Photoshop. It is a powerful and easy-to-use graphics editor and image-editing
software available for Windows, Linux, FreeBSD and Mac platforms. Price: Free Free License: Creative Commons Attribution-Share Alike 3.0 Unported License Developer: The GIMP team The GIMP team Platforms: Windows, Linux, Mac OS 3. Pixelmator Pixelmator is an advanced image editor for Mac OS X that boasts many powerful features,
including the ability to create, edit and save GIFs. It also includes a set of filters, effects, and drawing tools. Price: $44.99 $44.99 License: Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 Unported License Developer: Pixelmator Team Pixelmator Team Platforms: Mac OS X 4. Serif PhotoPlus Pro X8 Serif PhotoPlus Pro X8 is a high-quality, easy-to-use photo
editor. The program features a set of useful tools which are designed to help you make photos look more professional. Price: $129.99 $129.99 License: GNU General Public License Developer: GNU General Public License Developer: Platforms: PC/Mac 5. Aladdin ColorQs Aladdin ColorQs is a free app which makes editing photos on the Mac
platform as easy as possible. It contains many built-in tools, including the ability to edit colors, image processing, brightness, and contrast. a681f4349e
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The Brush From the Tools panel, select the Brush tool, or press B. If the Brush tool does not appear, you must first enable it by clicking on the Edit drop-down menu and choosing Select. Figure 1-1 shows the Brush tool in action. FIGURE 1-1: The Brush tool lets you paint with a variety of brushes. Note that the Brush, Pencil, and Eraser tools work in a
similar way; simply choose the tool from the Edit drop-down menu. The Brush appears in the Tools panel and has the following settings: • Brush size: Choosing a smaller brush size makes it easier to draw smaller strokes. • Brush hardness: The Brush can be adjusted to create a variety of different stroke effects. Choosing a softer brush makes the Brush
more responsive and creates a wider stroke, whereas choosing a harder brush produces finer strokes. • Brush pressure: This setting is especially helpful when painting for effects such as brush-basting. When the pressure on the mouse button is released, the strokes are erased. • Angle/ offset: You can adjust the angle of the brush at the time that you begin
painting to prevent the Brush from painting over other areas. • Color/mapping: The Brush can map different colors using a custom Color/Mapping palette. Simply choose a color that you like from the palette, click on the Brush to activate, then click on the Color/Mapping palette to select a color from the image. After you choose a color for the brush,
you may use the Color/Mapping palette to adjust the brush’s color and tone. • Shift: Using the Shift key opens a special Brush preset that lets you paint quickly using different brush types. Click the Shift key to cycle through the different brush types (see the next section, "Working with Brush Presets," for details). The Brush color palette As you become
familiar with the different aspects of the Brush tool, you may find it useful to access a collection of color presets. Click the Brush to open the Brush color palette, which looks like the one in Figure 1-2. Here are the Brush presets: • Logo – A Brush preset with popular color schemes, such as Apple’s yellow logo. • Metallic – This preset offers the ability to
paint metallic textures in Photoshop. • Tint – A variety of very soft colors you can use to tint

What's New In?
New to Photoshop? Here are 5 Photoshop tips you can start using today. Photo Effects and Brushes in Photoshop This is probably the most frequently used feature in any Photoshop image. The Shape Layers are layers which automatically duplicate the shape of another layer, fill it and allow you to transform it. The Color Picker is a powerful tool for
picking or selecting colors. It allows you to copy colours to the clipboard and to specify the hue, saturation or lightness. To see the original colour, you can drag a red rectangle around it. You can then insert the same color on the same layer or on another layer. An Adjustment layer allows you to apply an adjustment to the entire image or selected parts of
it. You can use the Levels tool to modify all the colours or the Curves tool to adjust the curve for all colours. You can also apply Photoshop’s new Camera Raw tool to make a photo look as good as it can. Brushes are Photoshop’s most powerful tool. They allow you to paint a precise effect such as painting, erasing or retouching. They are also used for
complex works such as compositing or combining several photos. Lastly, the Pen tool allows you to make complex marks. You can create lines, fill a region, or outline a shape. The brush tip can be set up to automatically change depending on the type of effect you apply. Start Using Photoshop Getting around Photoshop features Photoshop has four main
areas: tools, panels, palettes and preferences. Photoshop tools are the brushes, pens, and tools. To use the brushes, simply click on them. You can create, copy and paste to copy a brush. Each tool is designed to have one or two functions. For example the eraser is designed to remove elements from an image, so you can do that with it. Panels are a compact
display of all the key tools in Photoshop. Right click on the panel to display the tools that it contains. You can hide any of them to save space. The palette is the colour palette where you can change the colour or the type of brush. The canvas is the place where you compose your image. If you have multiple canvases you can switch between them by
pressing the Tab key. You can switch to and from drawing mode by pressing the D key. Next, Preferences is where you can change the way the interface is displayed and customize your keyboard shortcuts
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System Requirements:
Minimum: OS: Windows XP Service Pack 3 or Windows 7 Windows XP Service Pack 3 or Windows 7 Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD Athlon X2 or AMD Phenom X3 Intel Core 2 Duo or AMD Athlon X2 or AMD Phenom X3 Memory: 1 GB RAM 1 GB RAM Video Card: GeForce 9800 or ATI Radeon HD 3400 or Intel HD 4000 GeForce 9800
or ATI Radeon HD 3400 or Intel HD 4000 Sound Card: DirectX 9.0c-compatible sound card DirectX
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